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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIO
Student teaching has been and 1s likely to continue to be one of the most important phases of the professional education of the prospective teacher .

Within

the broad area of teacher eduction, attention has been
focused on various specific ele ents of the teacher training curriculum , such

s l boratory experiences in st dent

teaching , measurement and prediction of teaching success ,
teacher competencies and courses designed to de elop these
competencies .
It 1s obvious that the teacher candid te should be

inductee into the profession c refully through challenges
to give their l est effort to skillful te ching .

It is the

philosophy of teacher training institutions that theory 1s

several times

ore v luable when it is

ccompanied by prac-

tical experiences; that the imagination and tr, ining of the
prospective teacher are considerably enhanced when the
theories of teachin

and human behavior are clearly d s-

cr ibed and carefully applied under expert supervision , to
problems encountered in actual life situations . 1 Tody ,
provisions for laboratory experiences in student teaching
are offered widely in teach r training institutions .

There

1 comm1ttee on Teacher-Education , A Handbook for
Prospective Teachers , !!!-service Teachers~ nd Ad .inistrative ~ su erv1sory Officers , Prairie View"state College,
Augus t, 194 , p . 51.

1
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is a growing concern that these provisions in off-campus
school situations should be comparable to the teaching
~J,n

situations in which the beginning teacher may be employed .
A repeated search for liter ture concerning pro-

visions for off-campus student teaching in the field of
home economies, revealed that studies which have been reported, if any , have not been available in the sources
used .

However , a great many studies h ve been found con-

cerning practices or provisions for off-campus student
teaching in general .

Since student teachers of home

co-

nomics and of other fields have much 1n common , studies
directed toward student te ching in general would probably
be applicable to some extent, to home econo 1cs student
teachers, also .
It was the purpose of t his study to investigate
current practices in the provisions for laboratory experiences in the prepara tion of homemaking teachers .

Public

school administrators are requesting bet ter qu 11fied
teachers , according to many forms to be filled out regarding prospective teach rs .

Teachers who can fit in and do

an outstanding job of working with pupils and other staff
r.embers

re preferred; therefore, colle es should provide

for an initial acquaintance of the prospective teachers
with public school situations .
It has been recognized that th6 American Association

or

Colleges for Teacher

~uc -tion would

ce

expected to f'ur-

nish leadership to the colleges in up-gr ding any aspect

3

of the program.

This organization, from its earliest exis-

tence, has worked to improve college programs in the preparation of teachers for the schools of the nation.

Re-

peatedly, this association has indicated that direct supervised experiences with children, youth, and adults are exsential factors 1n the preparation of the prospective
teacher .
It is recognized, also, that opportunities for apprentice-ship work, toward the end of the pre-service
training period, for developing certain competencies, can
best be acqu ired through opportunities to come into the
school systems, to observe, to practice under leaders
and direction.

p

The candidates then go back to th ir teach-

er training institutions to evaluate and to con ition their
own thinki g and to develop a philosophy regarding th

ex-

periences which they have had during the pr ctice t e ching
period .
Application of this body of theoretical principles
relevant to pre-service teacher education is the basis of
Standard VI, Governing Professional Laboratory Experiences,
adopted by the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education. 1 Therefore, this period of orientation and induction 1s generally referred to as student teaching .
It is believed that the work of the
1

ational Com-

American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, Revised Stand rds and Policies for ccre iting
Colleges for Teacher Education. Oneonta;-New York, 1951,
pp . 20-32.
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mission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards of
the National Education Association and the corresponding
commissions of the State Teachers As sociations have been
influential in requiring an incr ase in direct experiences
in teacher education during the pre- service preparation of
the teacher .

Reco

endations for structuring th

programs for teacher e·ucation include increased

approved
phasis

upon institutional provisions for laboratory experiences .
The Texas Education Agency , in its rec ently released Standards for Teacher Education in Texas, describes an approved
program of teacher education in this manner s
1.

2.

3.

Makes arrang ent whereby college students
can observe , teach , and share in the various activities and responsibilities co ronly experienced by teachers in the area of
specialization. Campus- operated s chools ,
off- campu s schools , and non- school agencies
may provide facilities for the various
phases of this program . There should be
evidence of complete co-oper tion between
the teacher ecucation institution and the
co-operating school or agency in all matters ,
h~ving to do with the progrrM of on- the- job
professional experiences to ,e provided the
s t udent teacher.
Provides opportunities for students to observe both the curricular and co- curricular
activities of children and yo th prior to
student teaching . There should be evidenc e
that teachers of theory , methods , and techniques are utilizing the develop ent of th 1r
courses .
Provides evidences that the student te char
is receiving, in the school or s chools where
he has been assigned , adequate supervision
from the co - operating teacher and the college
supervisor . 1

1 Texas Education Agency , standards for Teacher Educat ion~ Texas . Austin , Texas , 1§;5, Bulletin ;74, pp:-13-

14.
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With the increase in the amount and variety of experiences, has come the problem of providing for the homemaking teacher candidate sufficient facilities for an adequate program of laboratory experiences.

Swenson and

Hammock, after analyzing the problem of faoillties, assert
that:
This increase in enrollment has caused teacher

education institutions to increase the number
of types of schools used . The public school
is near, it can absorb relatively large numbers
of college students, it is relatively inexpensive to the college, and most i portant, perhaps, it is already builf and staffed and i mmediately ready for use .

It is obvious that the campus school could no longer accommodate this increased demand for additional laboratory experiences .

Thus , by choice and by necessity, Prairie View

Agricultural and Mechanical College turned to the nearby
public school, Sam Schwarz High, Hempstead, Texas , as early
es the s~hool term of 1925-27, aR an off-campus student
teaching center for home economics students.

The writer of

this study , a candidate for graduation, May, 192?, was the
first home economics student to be assigned to off- campus
student teaching .
The writer also served as off-campus critic or cooperating teacher for home economics students from Prairie
1 E. J . Swenson and R.

c. Hammock , "Off-Campus Laboratory Experiences; Their Growth , Importance, and Present
Role in Teacher Education , " Off- Campus Student Teaching,
Thirtieth Yearbook , cited in-;-Association for Student Teaching , Facilities for Professional Laboratory Experiences in
Teacher EducatlonThirty- third Yearbook , Lock Haven ,
Pennsylvania , 1954, p . 62 .
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View Agricultural and Mechanical College for twelve years

(1931 to 1943) in the Sam Schwarz High School , Hempstead ,
Texas .

The responsibilities of the critic teacher , as she

was then known, were to cheek lesson plans of the student
teachers, to aid the student teacher to become adjusted to
her new situat en and responsibi ities, to hold conferences
with the stud ent teachers, to help the student teacher to
evaluate herself and the ·ork of her pupils, and to evaluate the work of the student teacher.
The qualifications of the cooperating teacher were,
at least thr 0e years of teaching experience, with a bachelor's degree in hoe economics , also with special courses
in supervision of home economics student teaching, desirable personality traits and general health conditions, plus
other more or less definite factors.
With the increase of home economics students for
student teaching centers, Prairie View Agricultu al and
Mechanical College, at the time of this study , had nine offcampus teaching centers for home economics students .
The recent trend of the home economics program, to
be fa ily centered , means that there needs be a change of
techniques in the teaching of home economics , in providing
eXperiences , and in the evaluation of such program.

There-

fore , the teacher training institutions must provide experiences for teaching in a family centered program .
probl

This

aroused the interest of the writer in making a

study to ascertain some of the more recent provisions which

7
have been made for off-campus student teaching in hoe economics by some leading Negro Teacher Training Institutions
in the United States .
In order to determine these provisions , it
essary to answer the follo

as nec-

ng qu stions:

1.

What are the responsibilities of so e of the
cooperating teachers in the off-campus situations?

2.

Wh tare some agreements between the cooperating schools and the college administration?

3.

Wh tare some administrative practices concerning off-campus student teaching?

4.

.vhat are the respo sibiliti s of the student
teacher while at the center?

5.

To what extent do the teacher trainer and the
cooperating teacher 1ork together?

6.

Wh tare so e experiences and understandings
which students should have prior to student
teaching?

7.

What are some methods and techniques used in
ev luation of the student teacher by herself
and others?

Definitions of the following terms, as they have
been used throughout the study, may help to clarify th
reading:

1.

student teaching--the period of guided or
supervised teachin when the student assumes
increasing responsibility for work with a
g-i ven group of learners over a period of
lessons or learning exper·ences .

2.

Off-campus student teaching is th t student
teaching which is conducted in the program
of any school not defined as a c pus school .

3.

All-day student teaching is that in hich
the student teacher is assigned for the entire school day for a stipulated period of

8

4.

The cooperating teacher is an off-c mpus
teacher into whose classes or activities
are placed college students for the purpose of obtaining experiences in student
teaching .

5.

College superv sor is
staff mem er of
the college who orks regu1~r1y with student teachers . She is usually the resident teacher trainer and teaches the
methods courses .

6.

rofession 1 1 boratorv experiences include all those contacts with children,
youth and adults which make a irect contribution to an understanding of individuals and their g~ dance in th t chinglearning process .

The purposes of this study were (1) to an lyze the
findings afforded by a questionnaire sent to twenty-seven
leading teacher training colleges, rel tive to provisions
for off- campus student teaching in the field of home economics education as followed by these institutio s;

n

(2 ) to determine any uniformity in the development of co -

petencies expected of the new teacher by these institutions .
It has been assumed that the findings of this study
may enable the writer to evalu te in an analytical way the
provisions for off- campus student teaching in the field of
home economics in some of the leading institutions for
egro students in the United States .

It was assumed,

gain ,

that the appraisal of the program of institutions participating in the study may furnish d ta which ~ight enabl

co-

1
Association for Student Te ching, Facilities for
professional ;EXperiences in Teacher Education , 1954 YerBook , Lock Haven , Pennsylvania , pp . 4, 5-8.
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operating teacher

to work

or

effectively in th

tion of the prospective te·lchers .

y bo 1 e tifie

policies

wl ·ch

prep r-

And finally, th t som

re essenti 1 for the

functioning of an ade uate program in 1 bor tory oxp riences forte prospective teacher .
This study was limite

tote infor

tion

iven by

group of te cher trainers working in degree-granting institution

that offer teacher trainin

in home econo

cs,

,nth provisions for off-campus experiences .
The data for this study

ere secure

largely through

questionnaires which were · sent to twenty- seven teacher
training institutions for Negroes in the United St tes . In
addi t ion , information was gained through person 1 interviews with principals and coop rating teachers who

ere

working in schools used as teaching centers for home economic s students by Pr irie View Agricultural an
College .

ech nical

Studies , books , periodica.l s , and yearbooks also

supplemented the material or information furnished through
the questionnaire .

CHAPT

II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Many stu ies have been m de an
still being made on the prep r tion o

rn ny othe1 s ar
prospective t ach-

ers in general , however , no compl te stu y was found in
the sources avail ble concerning the provisions for offcampus student teaching in the fi ld of home economics .
Yet the writer has been r ason bly certain that th

princi-

pal issues reg rding cert in ph ses of stua nt te ching in
the off- campus situation for pr par~tion o

teachers in

general , are applicable to the prospective teacher in the
field of home economics , also .

Moreover , the college des-

ignates the cooper ating s chool for off- canpus student
teachin

centers for all candida tes reg rdless of their

major field .

Similarly, other efforts to supplem nt edu-

cational methods with student teaching experiences, in
order to ensure a greater degree of professional competence,
are comparable for the various fields .
It is obvious t hat several of the earlier studies
which have been mentioned in this report are not specifically concer ned with the preparation of teachers in the
field of home econo ics .

These studies were vitally sig-

nificant because they recognized the common concept of the
student teachi ng program irrespective of th

stu ent•s

major field .
It seeme

eminently sound to consider first, the

10
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report of Butterweck (10) who summarized student teaching
programs as to when , where , and how.

Briefly stated:

When? ••• Field work should be undertaken in
at least two installments , the first at the beginning of the student ' s junior year; the second ,
at the end of his senior year . When? ••• The student needs experiences in both the on- campus situation and in the off-campus situation. How? The
r ospe ~tive teacher needs to assume
11 responsibility from the beginning with gr oups small
enough for him to direct - them successfully. Supervision at this point should be sufficiently
frequent to ensure that weaknesses are overcome
as rapidly as the student ' s ability permits . How
long? Until the ~e is evirence that competency
has been developed to the extent that the young
teach r can proceed on his o-wn.
If field work can be expected to provi o the student teacher with a basis in experience for understanding
and applying many of the obscure verbal abstractions which
he obtained in his subject matter and professional courses ,
it is essential that certain precautionary measur s precede
the general organization of the program .
Ashmore ( 7) outlined proce ures for educational
planning , in this regard, which are currently 1n use at
Georgia Teachers College .

Among them were included the

following suggestions :
1.
2.

Investigate carefully the current l i terature in the field of off- campus student
teaching .
Visit all major institutions in the state
having similar progr ms .
Visit one or two good instit utions out of
the state with successful progr ams .
Develop into written forw the plan , policies , and procedures .
Develop the criteria to be used in selecting the off- campus centers and the cooperating teacher .
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6.

7.
8.

V1s1t each school center within a radius
of 100 miles to select the best ones in
terms ◊f the criteria.
Plan a brief workshop experience for all
cooperating teachers to orient them in
their new duties.
Plan an in-service program for the cooperating teachers.

Grim (27) reported a study made by the College of
Education at the Univer~ity of Minnesota.

Data were ob-

tained from forty-nine institutions representing every
section of the country.

These data were secured in order

to answer questions related to certain administrative phases of student teaching .

The findings revealed that only

one institution limited student teaching experiences to a
campus laboratory school .

?-~ore than one-half of the re-

porting institutions made some use of schools outside the
city in which the teacher training institution was located .
According to Rogers (18) , the principals of student
teaching centers have res?onsibi.ities to be even more

alert than 1s true for the principals of schools which
have no student teachers .

They must see to it that the

city prescribed courses of study and materials are used for
the development of pupils .

The principals must not step

aside and per it the representatives from the institutions
to make the decisions; nor should the college prescribe
the pattern which the off-campus school should follow.

It

was made clear that there was a need for joint planning
and

utual understanding bet een the cooperating school

officials and the college officials as to the cooperating
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schools' methods , philosophy , courses of study, an

the

purpos s .
Cisne (21), 1938, made a study in which he compared
on-campus and off-c mpus f cilities for pr~ctice teaching

in fifty-six colleges .

He st ted that forty-four of these

colleges used junior hi h schools as off-campus centers.
Thirty used senior high schools; twenty-one colleges us~
rural schools for off-c• pus student te chings .

In addi -

tion, he reported that cooper ting schools are usually selected by t he colleges and the local school bo rd .

Off-

campus practice teaching cl sses were 1 rger than were oncampus practice teaching classes .
remained in the roo

The cooperating te chers

while. students were ~eaching 92 per

cent of the time in off-campus schools, and 87 per cent of
the ti~e in classes on c

pus .

Flowers (22) made a study of practices for student
teachers in fifty le ding teacher training institutions.
Her study inclu

d descriptive data relative to ten aspects

of the student te ching program, namely:

type and size of

schools sel cted for training centers; type of stu ent
teaching situation on-campus or off-campus; the socio-economic status of the school communi ty in the off-campus
situation; the residential status of the student te cher;
activities engaged in by th

student teacher; prerequisite

course for the trainee; the academic prep ration and selection of cooperating ter chers; the te ching an

supervisory

load of the college supervisor of student teaching; finan-
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cial and other administrative assistance given to the cooperating school by the institution; and guidance, placement, and follow- up services provided for th

trainee .

A study of the tabulation of the d ta showed that
the off-campus teaching situ tion for the tr inee w s , by
far , the more desirable.

However , mo e than one- half of

the institutions maintained the on- campus school to provide
for experimentation and research , in- service tr ining and
observ tion .

It w s interesting to note in Flower's r port

that home economics provided the only opportunity for prospective teachers to obtain la oratory experiences with
children of pre- school age .
Further~ the data revealed that practice te chin
facilities were arrang

in every type of co ,munity which

could make provisions for the trainee to fino direct applications of his theoretical training in off- campus situations most nearly comp rable to the situation in which he
might be employed .

That institutions are highly sel ctive

of the training centers and the qu 11ty of supervision with
continued emphasis on len thened periods of practic

were

among other pertinent findings .
Providing for extra- class experiences as discussed
by Blair (9), gives the student teacher and her pupils ad ditional opportunity to know and understand each other .
She pointed out that it is i portant for the stud nt teachers to have experiences which reveal the purposes , the
values , and the correct procedures in

rranging extra- class

15
activities with pupils.

In this connection, Flowers found

that off-campus student teaching of fers such experiences as
participation in intra-mural activities, interscholastic
league, academic clubs, musical organizatior.s, hot lunch
programs, athletics, co munity recreation, parent-teacher
association, and surveys .
Dalrymple (12), in 1954, made a study of 39 girls
in the school of home economics who had completed their
student teaching in 1951-52.

The purpose

as to determine

the extent to which the stud .nts' experiential background
aided in the proficiency of student teaching in the field
of home economics .

It was found that students with prac-

tical home experiences took more initiative in classwork,
and demonstrated outstanding ability to a pply knowledge to
ev ryday living.

They had a wealth of background e peri-

ences to draw upon, and were capable of good
every phase of teaching .

anagement in

It was found that those of less

experience showed a lack of interest in te ching , as w 11
as a lack of enthusias~ in student teaching.

They admitted

that they felt unqu lified to teach homemaking because of
the lack of first hand experience .

It was expressed that

richness or sparsity of experiences within the hom
with chil dren or f

nd

ily members was to be associated with

student teaching proficiency for students in home economics.
According to Kinney and Pearson (14), teacher training institutions should provide an all-purpose labor tory
in the home econo

cs building in ~hich the prosp ctive

16

student teacher can have an opportunity to master skills
as the needs are recognized .

This enables the prospective

student teacher to develop or increase her self-confidence
before going off of the campus to teach.
in the laboratory

Such students met

nd discussed their weak points, and

learned to work independently of the instructor .

Kinney

felt that skills whi ch are the result of pr c tice , take
place only then adequate opportu._ities are provided .
In 195, Botner (11) made a study to deter ine whi ch
was more effective , extensive or int nsive student teaching.
This study revealed that although full time student teaching offers the greatest possibilities for the stud nt teacher s to have the total experiences of the teacher in service,
he also emphasized that more time alone , spent in student
teaching would ~ot guarantee effective student teaching experiences .

To ensure that enriche

teaching experiences

will be provided, the institutions should set up programs
of in-service and pre-service tr ining for cooper ting
teachers, emph sizing the most effective utilization of the
time devoted to student t eaching.

He recommende

that

teacher training institutions should offer a workshop for
cooperating tea chers, emphasizing the most ef1ective ways
of providing e1riched teaching exp r iences for student
teachers.

This workshop should be offered free to the co-

operating teach rs serving the institution as a comp ensation for their services .
McGrath (17), 1950, made a survey of practices
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relating to supervisors of student teachers of 171 institutions .

The results showed th t the off- campus resi ent

student teaching program required more time for supervisory travel, and for sel ction of co-operating school facilities.

That ther

was need for additional in-service

training of n ew co-operating teachers to which th

super-

visor can lend invaluable assistance was also foun.

The

quality of new teachers entering the teaching profession
each ye r was dependent , to

high degree , upon the type

of experiences which had been provided under the direction

of supervisory te chers .
Some ways by which student teachers could achieve
acceptable classroom control were analyzed by Davis
Brooks {13) .

In brief , they were:

nd

the recognition of the

fact that high school pupils le rn a t a diff erent rate from
college students; recognition of individual differences in
classroom; fairness toward pupils in hi
tance of pupils in planning th

classroom; accep-

contents and techniques to

be used or employed; and in making the lesson useful and

appropriate to every day living .

Among oth r qualiti es ,

the stu ent teacher needs a sense of h

or .

It was sug-

gested that if the prospective teachers who feel apprehensive about thoir ability to est blish good classroom control accept the

bove pl an , problems of

·sbehavior would

tend to lessen .
In the study of the "Bowlin

Green Plan° for stu-

dent teaching, Litherland (15) st ted that the student
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needs the stimulus of direct contacts with,
tion in , the on going pro r
ity life .

He should h

of th

school and the co

the opportunity

c tional progr m as a 1·whole 11 ,

to th

pus

1 boratory

Litherland gave three functions of off-c

student teaching :

un-

o s e the edu-

un nterrupted by c

cl sses which are not directly r_late
e periences.

nd p rticip -

pus

to provide experiences in a non-la ora-

tory situation; to incre se the student's underst n .Lng of
the school and its rel tion to the community it serves; ·nd
to provide experiences in community living .

And fin lly ,

he suggested that his true evaluation com s when the student returns to the college campus, at w ich time a written
report of the total experience is require

of e ch student .

Repor ts are also obtained f rom the off- campus school in
which th

stu ant t ught .

These reports s rve as a basis

for individual conferences , group discussions, and a general appraisal of the total program .
Rel tive to the specific areas of comp tencies to
bed sired of the prospective teacher , Bare (2) listed
subject matter , applying knowledge of psychology, curriculum planning , over 11 p rsonal qualities, self- ev luation ,
evaluation of pupil achievement,
ety ,

nd the met1ods of teaching .

pplying knowledg
Sh

of soci-

also found that all

reas of comp tencies were considered important by the
teacher tr iners who t ook part in th

stu y, though they

were ranked in different order .
The abilities of home economics student t

chers
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appear t o be evalua te

by av ri ty of techniques .

Bare

concluded that there is still a real need for further study
of the evaluating process for student te chers i n home economics .
Full time student tea ching as a substantial of fcampus exp erience--the '·professional semester"--w s described by Batchelder ( 8 ) as

digression fro

the tradi-

tional pattern of pre-service tr&ining of students a t
Indiana University.
teachers among

By distributing the loa

any off-campus schools,

of s tudent

rect er selectivi-

ty with respect to supervjsing teachers w~s possible.
success of

ny off-c

The

pus teacher training program lies in

assigning students to highly

ualified classroom teachers

who enjoy working with student teachers.
The Texas Association for Student Teaching (~9)
made a study of off-campus student teachin
Texas,

1955.

both Negro

progr ams in

Twenty-nine teacher-training institutions,
nd 'White p rticipa ted i n the study.

was concerned with the followi ne aspects of th

Th

study

teach r-

tr ining programs:
Section
Section
Section
Section
Section

1.
2.

3.

i...

5.

dministr tion
The Student Teacher
Evaluation of Student Teaching
The Coop erating Teacher
The College Supervisor

The findings confirmed the ccnclusions that it w s difficult
to evaluate the need for fin nci l arrangements bet een the
cooper ting school and the teacher-training institution;
however, a ~ritten agreement between the two schools

ould
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probably aid the clarification of r esponsibilities.

ldo

l'ere rating sh ets of the student teacher maintained. in the
office of t he principal .

doro th

half of the institu-

tions considered the following experiences and und rstandings an important part of the pr -student teaching e

eri-

ence:
Planning instructional units
Knowledge of general school practices
Use of 11 r ry

Knowledge of classroom personnel
Interpreting school practices
Observation and participation
Knowledge of courses of study

Full day student teaching for an entire semester should be
the goal toward which most teacher-training programs should
strive .

lthough

variety of compens tions wer e offered

the cooperating teaeh~r to create more interest in her work
with student t achers, an appeal to her sense of prof ssional responsibility should be the

ajor induce ent of er d .

Brief SirJnary of Chapter
The supply of literature is rather abundant pertaining to provision for off-campus student teaching in general .
There is agreement among the studies reviewed that off .. campus teaching centers offer more opportunities for the development of those co~petencies necessary for successful
teaching than do the on-campus centers .
Full time off-campus student teaching gives the prospective teacher an insight into her or his role as a teacher .

The success of any off-campus teacher tr ining program
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depends upon the understanding and the cooperation between
the teacher trainer or the colle e staff and the public
school adm nistrators .
The cooperating teacher
should b

~st be qualified and

one who enjoys working with student teachers .

The supervising teacher should be free to visit the co•
operating cent rs at least once per week .
Stud nt teaching programs should b

pre- planned

and evalu t din terms of the goals of the tot l t

education progr

of a given institution.

There 1s a

need for further studies in r lation to off-c mpu
teaching programs .

cher

stud nt

CHAPTER III
1ETHOD

The writer has always felt a keen interest in student teaching, perhaps due to previous experiences a

one

of the pioneers , both as a student teacher and as a cooperating teacher , in the off- campus teacher training program.
The changes and the growth of the teacher training
program at Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College
in Texas, the enrollment of home econo ics students for offcampus student teaching , the types and the numbers of cooperating centers and the type of improved supervision by
the teacher- trainer, together with teaching homemaking in

a school which might be selected, if needed , by the college
as an off- campus teaching center for home econo ·ics students ,
gave impetus to a desire to find out what other teachertraining institutions were doing and whether there was u_~iformity in the way these colleges were providing for offcampus teaching experiences .
This has been a study of provisions which have been
made for off- campus student teaching in home economics in
some of the leading Negro teacher-training institutions in
the United States .

No attempt was made to go into full de-

tails with all factors concerned with off- campus student
teaching .
A check at the college library was made to ascertain what literature was avail-ble and whether any si ilar
22
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studies had bee

ade with som

questionnaire

Is

develope

drafted .

estions

Su

hat si ilar pur oses.

and

letter of trans ital

hich were made for improve ent were

given car ful consideration, after
wer

approved.

Th

as

hich the final forms

questionn ire consisted of e ght major

hea ings:
A.
B.

c.

D.
E.
F.
G.
H.

The types of stucent te chi g situ tion~
Residenti 1 status of student teachers
The cooper ting schools
The a inistrative practices
The student teacher
Experiences and understandings which students
h ve prior to stud nt teaching
The cooperatin teacher
ctors influencirg eva uating of student
teaching .

The questionnaire w snot as inclusive as it

ght

have been for a more complete study of all phases of the
student teaching progr

•

As has

een stated, this question-

naire was designec merely to ascertain some of the practices
regarding home economics students in off-campus teaching
centers .

The letter of transmittal and a copy of th

ques-

tionnaire appear in the Appendix, Exhibits A and B.•
A list of institutions to b
was sought through the

USG

included in the study,

ot the legro Yer Book , 1952.

Twenty- seven colleges were selected because they were
teacher training institutions providing off- campus student
teaching experiences in home economics .

A letter of trans-

mittal and a copy of the questionnaire were mailed to the
twenty-seven (27) teacher training institutions .

Eighteen

of the questionn ires were checked and returned; sixteen
were usable , which on the whole was considered a sntisfac-
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tory number to realize

ost of the purpos s of this stu Y•

The data inclu ed in this stu y were for th

p riod of on

1955-56. The writer relied upon st tistic 1

school year,

procedure to asc rtain th

results t bul ted in Chapter IV.

The data from the institutions wer
sh ets for deta11e· study.

t bu.lated on !ast r

Significant f cts were

and findings outlined under the followin

heading

eighed

for dis-

cussions:
The administr tion
The cooperating teacher
The cooper~ting schools
The student te cher
tactors influencing ev luatin
of student teaching
Tables and figures have been d veloped to show certain
facts of the findings .
The person who received the questionnaire for the
institution was aske

to send copies of any evalu tive de-

vices which Mere used in their pro rm of off- campus student teaching .

Twenty-five per cent of the institutions

responded to this request .

These devices were studied and

valuated , and a description of each appears in the Appendix, Exhibit
ing Roo

c.

The dev1ees hav

been filed in the Read-

of the School of Hoe Economics , Prairie View

gricultural and Mechanical College in Te as , for future
use by those interested.
The writer ma e personal and informal interviews
with several principals of schools which are used as offcampus teaching centers for home economics students .

The
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purpose of these interviews was to secure addi tional information concerning the filing of rating sheets of student
teachers in the office of the principal.

The following

questions were asked:
1.
2.

3.

Do you keep in your office file a rating
sheet of each student assigned to your
school for student teaching?
Do you receive letters requesting recommendation of student teachers? Jh t disposition do you make of such letters?
Do you feel that rating sheets of student
teachers , filed in your off ice, would be
of any help?

The information gained gave the writer a better means of determining the need for filing r~ting shsets of student
teachers in the office of the principal.

Generally , all

correspondence relative to student teachers is referred to
the cooper ating teacher .

A suggested form for filing such

information appears 1n the Appendix, Exhibit E.

This study

was limited to provisions for off-campus student teaching
for home economics students as followed by legro teacher
training institutions in the United States .

The names of

particip ting colleges in this study appear in the Appendix , Exhibi t D.
The writer felt qu 11fied , as the result of this
study , to make a few recommendations for the enrichment of
the teacher training program in home economi cs .

Tu Y. R. Banks Library
?rairie View A.

&

Y. Collep

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
The data concerning the provisions for off- campus
student teaching for home economics students

s followed

by leading Negro institutions in the United St tes were
secured from eighteen such teacher education institutions .
One institution reported that such a progr

h d not been

offered for two years; however, the questionnaire was
filled out with the information for the last yo r that such
cours

was offered .

the findings .

This information was not included 1n

Another institution reported th t their home

econocics program 1as limited to a service course for personal improvement , and w s offered a t the fres

en level ,

only; therefore , the questionnaire was returned unfilled .
lt is necessary to state that data used in this study were

obtained from sixteen of the eighte en institutions whos e
replies indicated that they wer

teacher training institu-

tions and wer e offering off- campus student teaching in home
economics .
According to the review of available literature and
the answers given to the questionnaire , off-campus schools
are usually more typical of the teaching situ tions in
which the student will work as

centers .

teacher than are on- campus

Students teaching in a full time -off- campus situ-

ation , acquire v luable exp rienc es because they are engaged

in

a

full day ' s

rogram , and therefore , can gain an
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understanding of inter-relationships among the many pupil
activities .
The replies ~rhich were grouped under five he dings

g~ve an interesting overview of'some practices followed for

offering off-campus student teaching to home economics students .

It may be observed that it was with the functional

phase of the problem that the findings have been found most
significant.
Concerning administrative pr ct1ces, the sixteen
institutions reported that nine (56 per cent) of them had
no written agreement between the college and the cooperating schools .

However, about one-third of the principals

in the cooporating schools kept a record of the names of

the students who had reported to the center for student
teaching .
Personal interviews with several principals gave
the investigator the idea that the principals felt that it
was considered practical and necessary to keep such a record .

Apparently , these principals often received letters

fro

prospective employers -rhich request information con-

cerning the merits of certain coll ge graduates .

It fas

interesting to note that to the cooperating te cher goes
the responsibility of answering such letters .

No doubt

this means of handling letters of this type is delegated
to the cooperating teacher because of the closeness of the
relationship between the student teacher and herself.
oney was found to be a part of the 1ritten agree-
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ment in somewhat more than one- half of the cooperating
schools; whereas , in twenty- five per cent of these schools ,

the money was paid to the cooperating teachers .

One insti-

tution stated that no money w s paid directly to the cooperating school or to the cooperating te cher , but as a compensation , her expenses

ere paid in full by th

for any professional course which she would take
lege.

Thus , in this manner , th

college

t the col-

teacher was compensated ,

to some extent , for the services which she rendered to the
college .

The other 19 per cent checked that no money was

involved in the agreement between the cooper tine schools
and t l

insti'tutions .
One item of the questionnaire was designe

to ascer•

tain the number of students who ~ere regularly assigned to

student teaching courses during 1955- 56.

The fourteen in-

stitutions reporting on this item revealed that the average
enrollment for stu4ent teaching in home economics was fifteen students per institution.

check this item.

Th

Two institutions .did not

investigator felt that it was an over-

sight in responding .
The d ta revealed that a decided preference

ong

colleges existed for student te ch~ng centers to be set up
in senior high schools .

colleges reporte
nior high schools .

s a matter of fact , ali of the

th t they had established centers in seIn

ddition , about one- half of the col-

leges had centers in the junior high schools , as ,ell.
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TABLE I
TYPES OF CO

rITIES SERVED BY INSTITUTIONS
:

sixteen

Type of Community

Served

Small Towns
Urban
Rural
Highly Industrialized

Institutions eporting
Frequency Percentage

14

2,56

t

Table I shows types of co
tutions.

87
62

10

:unities served by insti-

The schools which were chosen for off-c

pus cen-

ters were located predominantly in small towns and in urban
communities ; however , 56 per cent of the colleges reported
th t they used rural schools as centers, as well.

The data

showed that the colleges , through their selections of centers, sought to provide student teachers with pre-service
experiences in various types of communities.
According to Cook and Gates (2):
The student teacher should acquire some general
information on the various kinds of co.
ities ,
and the problems that may be encountered 1n each.
A small rural community may differ widely in its
various patterns of activities from those found
in a city.
West Virginia State College furnish s a °Community
Data" sheet which is filled out by the cooperating teacher
to acquaint the student ,ith some general information on
the corrmunity in whic1 she will be assi~ned for student
teaching.
Litherland (15) st ted th t off-campus schools
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offered the trainee the greatest opportunity to break all
ties with the college; therefore the trainee is able to
concentrate her efforts on her teaching preparation.
The responsibility of helping student teachers to
make personal as well as professional adjustments appeared

to be carried by the cooperating teacher .

~ost of the

schools stated that they provided some instruction aids
for student teaching; however, T ble II rove ls th t the
provisions made related largely to school regulations
TABL

INSTRUCTIO?

II

IDS FOR STUD

Aids for Student Te chers
State ent of Philosophy
Regulations and Polic1 s
Non- instruction 1 Activities
Course Outlines
Calcndhr of Activities
Curriculum Guides
dequate Library
School-community Recre tion

policies .

nd

TEACH

S

Ins titutions
umber Per Cent
10

15

11

12
12
9
9
?

62

94
69

75
75
56

~

Twelve schools provided student teachers with

course outlines and calend rs of school activities .

Seven

schools stated that they offered teachers infor ation concerning school community recreation.
re son why all of th

schools did not provide copies of the

school's philosophy or curricul
not b

availabl

distribution .

Perhaps one possible

ids is th t they may

in sufficient qu ntiti s to per it general
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There was little variation as to the student teachers ' place of residence during their period of service.

In

all centers 'With the exception of one , student teachers
were required to live in the community.

One institution re-

ported that their student teachers reoained in th

college

dormitory while doing their off-campus student teaching .
This was due to the fact that the location of the college
and - the cooperating schools permitted such arrangement . One
institution indicated that they permitted their students to
live with relatives

hile in the teaching center .

Some-

times the institutions received written requests from parents of the students for the privilege of p roitting the
student to stay with rel tives :ho lived ne r the cooperating center .

None of the institutions permitted the stu-

dents to live in hotels .
Three- fourths of the institutions reporte ~ that the
lodging places for the student teachers were recommended by
the principal

fter conference with the cooperating teacher .

Generally , home economics student teachers were required to
plan and prepare their meals , other than the mid- ay lunch
which was taken in the school lunchroom.

One institution

reported th t their student te chers were pcrmitte
some of their meals in the coii.'lmunity care.
tution adde

at

Another insti-

that some of their student teachers boarded

where they lodged .
a

to

To a considerable extent, the choice of

.

ethod of boarding was left to the student teacher.
Since the off -c

pus student teacher has been ae-
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cepted

s a co-worker of the regular teachers,

?5

per cent
to the

of the institutions believed that she should confo
regulations of the cooperating school.
did not cheek this item.

Four institutions

The writer felt th t this was an

oversight on the part of those colleges who filed to ch ck
this item.

It is very essential for the student teacher to

r alize the importance of working with the ad ainistrators,
and in order to do this, she

st conform to the regula-

tions and policies of the school.
One of the key recozm endations in Standard VI of
the Revised standards and Policies for Teach r Education is
that students should have an opportunity for some full time
student teaching.
Topp (19) pointed out that:

In a full-time off-campus teaching experience,
the student finds himself confronted with situations which he will encounter as
teach r .
is
able to concentrate on his student teaching 1thout interference of college classes or society ac tivities • • • • These full time school duties give
the student a greater understanding of his future
role than would be possible otherwise .
Botner (11) made a study of thirty institutions to
determine which was the most effective--extensive or intensive student teaching .

He emphasized that more time

lone

for student t aching would not guarantee an effective stuent teachin

experience , but the success of student teach-

ing depended upon the type of experiences provide

by the

cooperating teacher 'Within the length of the assignment .
He stated that full time assignment did offer the greatest
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possibilities for the student teacher to gain or have the
total experiences of the teacher in service.
Table III shows the number of hours e ch d y and

the length in weeks of assignments to student te ching
followed by th

s

The 1 rgest per cent (75)

institutions .

of the institutions provided full-time student teaching

TABLE III
TIE SPENT I N STUDENT TEACHING OFF C

Time Per Day

~rumber of Weeks

Two hours
Half Day

2

Full Time

3

Total

9 12 18

8

6

Total

1

5

1

1

6
6

1
l

US

2
2

2

3
12
16

experiences; 19 per cent provided half- ay; one college provided two hours daily.

Th

n

ber of weeks to which a stu-

dent was assigned to student teaching v ried with colleges.
Six institutions reported that students spent nine weeks in
full-time off-campus te ching; three oth rs reported th t
students spent six weeks _in full- time off-c

pus teaching;

one institution reported that students spent eight weeks in
teaching; two institutions reve_. led

hat students spent

eighteen weeks in full -time off-campus teaching.

According

'

to findings in this study , full -time student teaching for
nine weeks was the most commonly reported p ttern for offcampus situations .
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Essential experiences were relative, and were affected by the objectives and the ph1losorhy of the institutions which sent the student to teaching centers , as well
as by the personal needs of the student teacher .

An under-

standing of the theory and principles of le rning, information about the learners , the place of the school in the
community , and experience in the role of

teacher were es-

sential experiences of the teachers in training .
All of the institutions provided for the development of specific kinds of understandings and experiences
through their methods courses for the student prior to stuteaching ~
According to Figure 1 , these institutions agreed on
six of the items .

Developing the ability to direct these-

lection and the guidance of home experiences as a part of
the total growth experiences of the high school pupil was
checked by 94 per cent of the institutions .

The same num-

ber of institutions considered the fact that the student
should have some knowledge of the information as given in

the teacher training handbook used by their institutions .
Schorling (4) stated th t the teacher training handbooks for student teachers have two purposes :

One is to

provide guidance in teaching experiences , and the other 1s
to acquaint the student teacher with local requirements and
administrative routine .

Since the material generally be-

comes obsolete and inadequate when evaluated in terms of
~he student teacher ' s needs , he suggested that a brief
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manual of materials covering state require ents and loc 1
~inistrative routine would be usable.

d-

This type of informa-

tion could be kept up to date with little time and effort .
Eighty-seven per cent of the institutions pl nned for
students to teach at the same school where they observed .
Through observation, the prospective teacher had an opportunity to beco e acquainted with the pupils, the class schedule, the activities of the teachers, th

arrangement of the
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classroom, and to study the c

lative records of pupils.

Experiences which stu ents need cannot be classified uniformly because

11 student teachers have different

backgrounds, abilities and needs; therefore, one section of
the questionnaire was designed for the purpose of determining responsibilities which were relat

directly to the

student teacher while in the off-campus center .

The study

revealed, as has been shown in Table IV, that certain activities such as developing units and daily plans, classroom
routine, and learning to

valuate were a part of the acti-

vities in student teaching as practiced by

acl of the in-

stitutions .

The preparation of the bulletin board was considered a regular responsibility by ten schools, w 1le four
schools used it only occ sionally.
opportunity for observation in

T elve schools provided

ult 10rk, while three

schools seldom made provisions for observation of adult
work .

One institution reported that their student teachers

were given the opportunity to observe and also to teach the
adult class .

It was interesting to not

that most of the

colleges felt that instructional activiti s were considered
important .
Ith s been thought, as a result of a study of the
inform tion in Table IV, that most schools allowe
teachers certain privileges in room organizations.
half of the schools

(5

per cent) permitte

to k ep registers r gularly,

student
One

student teachers

hile six (37 per cent) seldom
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T DLE IV
CLASSROOM CTIVITIES A A Pl.RT OF THE
STUDENT TEACHING EXPERIENCES

Types of Activities
Instructional
Classroom routine
Daily plans & units
Learn to evaluate
Prepare bulletin
board with pupils
Observe adult work
Room Organization
Keep register or record
Care for illustrQtive
materials
Room arrangement
ade monthly reports
Direct :Activities
Programs
New Homemakers of
America
Field trips
Total School Activities
Know grading syste
Know administrative
staff
Attend teachers•
meetings
Visit other departments
Make home visits
Community
Attend P. T. A.
Attend Church
Take p rt in Fairs

Number of
Institutions
*R
s
N
16
16
16

100
1 0
100

13

4
3

8

6

10
8
7

7

8
15
5

11

12

Percentage
s
N

R

75

19

2

50

37

12

5

1

62

6
6

7

2

~

~

44

8

50

50

1

94

6

l

31

16

100

16

100

10
7
12
11
10

9

* R = regularly, S = sometimes,

25

81

6
8

4

62

1

4
6
7

1

N

= never

44

12

69

37

75

50

25

6

69
62
56

25

6

i
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gave

them this opportunity, and two never p rm1ttea them to

keep registers .

The homemaking teachers generally are not

homeroom teachers , therefore they are

equ.ired to keep

just the daily record book or a progress report and not a
register for keeping the average daily attendance .

It is

to be noted that seven institutions (44 per cent) regularly allowed the student teacher this pr1vile e , seven (44
per cent) seldom allowed it, and two (12 per cent) never
allowed the student teachers to make monthly reports .

A

l arge number of schools regularly expected student teachers
to care for illustrative materials , while five schools (31
per cent ) seldom expect ed them to do so, and one ( 6 per
cent) never expected them to ass

e this respor.sibility.

This type of experience might be of v lue to the prospective teacher , both in the present and in the future .

Room

arr ngement was found to be done regularly by eight or one
half of the schools (50 per cent ), while seven schools ( 44
per cent ) seldom considered it important and one ( six per
cent) never allowed the student teacher to assume this responsibility.
Most of the schools utilized to a great extent student te chers·• assistance in directing activities .

Direct

participation was expect d by eight (50 per cent) of the
institutions regularly , an" eight of the institutions seldom allowed student teachers to have charge of programs .
This might be assumed to be fairly accurate , 1n that most
school s require specific participation in one way or the
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other in progr

planning an

directing .

Field trips 1ere

seldom planne( by student te chers in eleven schools, while
five schools expected student teachers to experience entirely the organization and completion of field trips .

On

the other hand , practically all of the schools expected
participation in the rew Homemakers of merica, whil

one

institution seldom expected student tech rs to take an active p rt in the organ:1.z tion .
Apparently, then, most schools regardod the New
Homemakers of

merica as of vital importance in offering a

well-rounded homemaking program.

Thus, they de

edit n c-

essary to require that each prospective teacher must prepare for her role as a future NHA local adviser .
All of the institutions 1ere reasonably sure that
the off- campus center acquainted the student teacher with
the grading system and the ad inistrative staff .

Ten

schools (62 per cent) expected the student teachers to attend teachers • meetings , while six (37 per cent) seldo
pected them to attend.

ex-

Seven schools provided for the stu-

dents to visit in other departments of the school regularly;
eight seldom did so , and one never did so .
Twelve of the total number of institutions regularly made provisions for home visitation by the students ,
while four schools seldo, did so .

It would seem that all

schools would have m de provision for this important phase
of homemaking ; however , the need for such home visits may

not be as important in one locality as in others . According

4o
to Table IV, eleven of the colleges e pected the student
teachers to attend parent- teacher

eetings regularly, while

expected attendance seldom or not at all .

the other

Per-

haps the extent to which the student teacher will later cooperate with the program of the school in which she

ay be-

come employed may be influenced by the degree of participation which she gave to such meetings during her tr ining
period .

Furthermore , the student teacher should be tr ined

to recognize that

arent-Teacher Association meetin s pro-

vide opportunities for building good parent- teacher relationships .
Ten colleges advised their trainees to attend church
regularly , and six (4o per cent) seldom required attendance
at church.

Apparently , most centers leave this choice of

attending church to the student teachers .

It was interesting to note that takin

p rt in Fairs

was a p rt of the program for nine ( 56 per cent) of the centers , while the others seldom took active part in Fairs .
This may be due to the fact that some cooper ating centers
do not place too much stress upon the preparation for Fairs
as a worthwhile learning experience .
The off-~ampus cooperating teacher who works with
the student teacher is one of the key people in any teacher
education situation.

The coop rating teacher has the im-

portant task of helping the student to develop into the
best possible person an

teacher .

Her cooperation is in-

valuable in directing the experiences of the students who

work with her .
onroe (6) stated that: ·
The major responsibility for direct supervision
of the individual student teacher typically
rests with the critic (cooperating) teach r who
i s in charge of the class group to which the
student teacher is assigned.
Having been employed by the loc 1 school boar, the
cooperating teacher is responsible for her own classes.

In

addition , she has many added duties when student teachers
are assigned to her .

These res ponsibilitie

include plan-

ning with the stud nt te chers , observing carefully the
work of the student teachers ,
providing

orth

iving helpful criticism , and

ile experienc s for her student teachers .

But above all , the administration expects her to see that
her high school pupils are receiving a highly acceptable
type of instruction .

Thus , tho duties of the cooper ting

teacher undoubtedly grow in no small proportion whenever
she assum s the responsibility of assisting 1n the tr in1ng
of student teachers .
The personality, interest, and educ tional background of the cooperating teacher are of untol
attaining a successful program.

value in

Although the pr oximit y of

the public school to the teacher -training , as well as 1ts
teachin

facilities , must be considered , these are felt to

be secondary to the merits of the cooper ting toacher .
A check was

ade to ascertain the educational back-

grotllld of the teachers in the cooperating centers .

It was

found that all of the cooperating teach rs had either a
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Bachelor's or a liaster •s degree in Home Econo ics .

Slight-

ly more than o e-half had taster's degre sand the others
had at least 12 hours of advanc d work on the
el .

raduate lev-

Forty-four per cent of the institutions replied th t

their cooperating teachers had taken courses in sup rvision

of student teaching .

The other institution

responde~ that

some of their cooperating teachers had co=plete
supervision.

courses in

One institution statec th tone of their co-

operating teachers had not had

course in supervision .

No

comments or reasons rere given for the lack of this special
training; however, some states have found that as

er

workshop can supply the needs for supervision inform tion .
lhatever the scholastic require e t may be in selecting coopor ting teachers, it is apparent that there
should be some assurance that the teacher und rstands ho

to work with student te chers in th

counseling situations

which n turally will arise during their rel t ionship .

The

opportunity for refresher courses should be provided for
each cooperating teacher .

Some institutions st ted th t

they provide free tuition courses , or workshops, for t heir
cooperating teachers .

Not only does this provide a type

of compensation for her services, but it also assures them
that the cooperating teacher is prepared for her responsi bilities .
The questionnaire had

t10

ite s relativ

sponsibilities of the cooperating teacher.

to the re•

The respons s

showed that less than one- thirc of the institutions expected

4-3
the cooperating teachers to infor

the student teacher on

all matters which might have been om.itted by the colleges .
In the meantime , 56 per cent cheeked that they expect ed the
cooperating teacher to give so e of the infor
indicate

tion .

that all of the institutions 8Al)ecte

This

the cooper-

ating teacher to han le to some e tent such probl Era

which

might arise.
There was compl te agreement
th t the teacher trainer

.ong the colleges

n~ the cooperating teacher should

agree as to the ru:iount of responsibility which a student
should take , while in the center .

The institutions were

sked to indicate whether the cooperating teacher rem ined
in classroom, observed , and p rticip ted in the work of the
student teacher .

replies were received to the eff ct th t

ost of the cooper ting teachers remained in the classroo ,
observed , and pcrticip ted in the work of the student teacher .

All of the respon ents felt th t i t depende

upon the

ability of the student te chers as to the amount of time t h e
cooperating teacher remained in the classroom , because it
was understood that the weaker students would need more guidanc e .

However , it is gener lly felt that the cooperating

teacher should leave the cl ssroom occasionally even if a
poorer student is· teaching in order for tho student teach er
to have the a c tu 1 CA1)eriencc of bein
ow.n .

entirely upon her

It is the responsibility of the cooperating teacher ,

and often a difficult one , to aid prospective teachers in
acqui ring the competencies generally felt necessary for a
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good classroom teacher .
Every student teacher brings to the

ssigned teach-

ing centers her native talents, abilities , experi ences, interests, and needs .
ating teacher to

It is the responsibility of the cooper-

uide her in developing these so that she

ay make hr optim

growth as a teacher.

Evaluation in student teaching may be termed as the
appraisal of the student teacher's growth in ability to
work with youth and adults, and the ability to proviae a
desir ble learning enviro
be done by th

ent for them.

Evaluation should

student teacher , the teacher tr iner , and

the cooperating teacher .
Accordin

to Figure 2 , certain factors were given

major consideration in evaluating the student teaching experiences .

The four items shown

ere considered as inpor-

tant by ore than one-half of the respondents .

This rating

by the institutions is in keeping with the trend in e alu-

ating teachers toward considering all aspects of their pro-
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fessional duties an

obligations.

Generally , the most high-

ly rated teachers on a school's staff are those who demons t rate a high degree of ve~satility in the school's program .
Apparently the institutions expect their teachers in training to demonstrate during their off-campus stay that they
possess t~

rsatility.

All of the institutions considered classroom teac ing as a factor which should influence the eva1u~t10
student teaching experiences .

A large n

of

ber felt th t

participation in extra-curricular activities was important
as well as participation in co

unity activities, and it

was surprising to note that only

56 per cent of them felt

that a high scholastic record was a factor which might influence the student teaching e

eriences.

According to

Dalrymple (12), this may be due to the fact that the C
student's background might include a wealth of experiences
which would prove v luable to her as a teacher .

The inves-

tigator of this problem assumed that the scholastic records
were not considered above the other factors since in so
many instances teachers in service who have earned only C
averages are found doing better work than teachers with A
or B records .

In view of this fact, many administrators

have expressed the opinion that there is very little relationship bet een what a teacher can do and what she actually does .

The writer felt that this accounted for the low

degree of emphasis placed upon scholastic records when evaluat ing student teachers • experiences .
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Additional factors used by some of the institutions
were:

personal growth during the period of student teach-

ing, relationship with pupils and cooperating teacher, her
attitude toward criticis, cooperation with all conc erned,
and interest in her ~ork.

In view of the factorz us ed in

evaluati nz , t he coopereting institutions should place more
emphasis upon the students' campus pe:.r ticipation in extracurricular activities to assur e them of acquiring the versatility which they will need as student teachers and as
prospective teachers.
Four institutions sent copies of their evaluating
devices for off- campus student teaching .

Several different

devices were submitted by two institutions, which made a
total of 24 evaluating devices which were recorded .
A descriptive list of these devices appears in the
Appendix, Exhibit

c.

Actual copies of these devices have

been filed in the Reading Room of the School of Home Economics , Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College ,
Prairie View, Texas .
Space was left under sev ral of the items on the
questionnaire for free response .

Some of the comments were

as follows :
1.

our students are required to do student teaching eight weeks on the campus prior to six
weeks of off- campus student teaching .

2.

We have a one-day workshop on the college campus for cooperating teachers .

3.

In most instances , the principal discusses the

1+7
school ' s philosophy, regulations and policies
with the student teachers upon their arrival
at the center .

1+.

We consider the student teacher ' s personality
and her relationships with pupils and cooperating teacher in evaluating her achievement .

5. The student teacher's attitude toward criti-

cism should be included in evaluating student
t eaching experiences .

6.

Personal growth during the student teaching
period is considered a factor in evaluation.

?. Student teachers observe and teach adult
classes .

8.

Student teachers spend one day observing the
home demonstration agent .

9.

Student teachers are required to attend professional teachers ' meetings and New Homemakers of America's sectional meetings .

CHAPTER V

sm.u

y

AND R COb NDATIONS

It has been the purpose of this study to (1) analyze the findings gained through the use of a questionnaire

which was sent to twenty-seven leading teachers• colleges,
relative to provisions for off-campus student teaching in
the field of home economics education; and (2) to deter

ne

any uniformity in the development of competencies expected
of the new teacher by these institutions.
The three major assumptions underlying the problem

were that the data obtained might enable the writer to evaluate in an analytical way the provisions for off-campus stu~
dents teaching in the field of home economics in so e of the
leading institutions for Negro students of the United Stats.
A

second assumption was that such an appraisal of the pro-

grams of institutions participating in the study might fur nish data that would enhance the quality of supervision and
guidance offered by the cooperating teacher.
It is felt that by studying the practices fostered
by other reputable teacher-training institutions and the

cooperating teachers in their designated student teaching
centers would furnish reliable concepts , procedures and implications for those concerned with improving the off-campus teacher-training program.
And finally, it was assumed that some policies and

practices may be identified which were vital to
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n adequate

1+9

program in laboratory experiences for the prospective
teacher.
Obviously , the major aspects of the problem would
include the administrative policies followed by teacher
training institutions ; quality and effectiveness of cooperating sch ols• the experiences of the prospective teacher
prior to student teaching, and in addition, t hos e experiences which are to be provided during the period of internship; the preparation and r esponsibilities of the cooperating tea cherJ and finally some factors influencing evaluating of s tudent teaching.
The data were obtained by means of a questionnaire
sent to teacher training institutions.

The sample included

sixteen teacher training programs for the training of home
economics teachers .

Personal interviews were held with

some of the principals and cooperating teachers of the offcampus laboratory schools in Texas.
The writer presented a statistical treat ent of the
data collected , and on the basis of which , the following
have been selecte

as the major findings, pertinent to the

solution of the problem in the various areas .
Administration
A written agreement between the cooperating school
and the teacher education institution was practiced in somewhat more than one- half of the schools .

oney was found to

be involved in this agreement by one-half of the cooperating

,o
schools, and the cooperating teacher
vice by tienty-fiv

as paid for her ser-

per cent of these schools .

s a com-

pensation for her service, one teacher received expenses
paid in full by the colle e for any professional courses
which she took .

It is difficult to evalu te then ed for

financial arrange ents between the cooper ting schools and
the institutions , although a written agreement would help
to clarify responsibilities .
About one-third of the principals maintained r cords or rating sheets of student teachers in their office.
Seemingly , the student and the public school would both
benefit if more attention were given to such records .
The schools chosen for off-campus centers were located largely in sm 11 towns

nd in urban co nunities ,

though more than one- half also us d rural schools .

All of

the institutions used senior high schools while one-h lf
of the institutions used junior high schools .

The college ,

through their selections of off- campus centers , seek to provide the student ~ith pre- service experiences in all types
of cotJJI1un1t1es , where possible .
~

St udent Teacher
It was of interest to note th t little v riation as to

the lodging of student teachers while in the te chin
was shown .

center

Three- fourths of the institutions reported that

the pl ce of lodging was reco

the cooperating teachers workin

ended by the principals and
together .
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The largest per cent of the colleges provid
day student te ching exp riences ,
vided half-day.

full-

nineteen per cent pro-

The number of weeks to which stu ents wore

assigned to student te ching varied with the colleg s .

I~o,-

evor, the full - time stud nt teaching program for nine w eks
w s the on

most co

only used .

It was of interest to note the uniformity i11ch existed among th

sixt en colleges concerning th

kinds of

experi nces an " understandings develop d by the students
prior to stu ont te ching .
a wide v riety o

It is generally recognized that

ctivities is essential in off-campus

student te ching situ tions .

lore th none-half of the in-

stitutions considered th following activities as important p~rts of
structional

successful student teaching programa

in-

ctivities , room organization , participation

in total school activities , p rticip tion in community activities .
!,h£ Cooperating Teacher

It was reported that slightly more than one-half of
the cooperating teachers had earned a Master ' s degree , and
the other one- half had to their credit at least twelve hours

of advanced work on the graduate level .

Forty-four per cent

of the institutions replied that th ir cooper ting teachers
had had a course in supervision of student teaching .

It

has been recominended that the cooperating teacher should
have a

aster's degree, a course in supervision of student

teaching, and three years of successful te ching.
All of tho colleges agree· th t the c ooper ting

gree upon th

teacher and the teacher tr&iner should
signment for the student in training.

as-

,.

Evaluation
The findings regarding evalu tion indicted th t
all of the institutions considered cl ssroo

teaching as

done by the student teacher, a major factor in evaluating
the student teaching experience.

However , more than three-

fourths considered extra-curricul r

ct1vities and partici-

pation in co~ :unity activity of consi erable importance;
and slightly more than one-half considered scholastic records as students as

factor to be considered in evalua-

ting the worth of student teaching exp rience.

However,

most respondents felt that final evaluation should be a
three-way cooperative action among the student, the cooperating teacher, and the teacher trainer.
The ev luative materials for appraising the student
teaching experiences, furnished by four of the institutions,
included anecdotal records, handbooks, check lists, and rating scales to be used by the cooperating teacher and the
student teacher.
As a former cooperating t acher in the student
teaching progra

of the Pr irie View Agricultural and

echan-

ical Colle e, for home economics students, the writer f l.t
that this study had given so e specific direction to the
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phases or activities dealin

with the proble .

Recommendations
The following recommend tions have been m deb sed
on the findings of this studys
1.

There might possibly
dra\m up between th
the teacher training
the responsibilities

be
written agree nt
cooper ting school and
institution , defining
of each.

2.

Fu 1 tie student teaching for t le st nine
weeks seems to be the goal of most teacher
tr ining institutions , and esp cially those
included in this study; and therefore , it 1s
reco ended for the consideration of thos
institutions that have not tried it .

3.

Princip ls might find it profitable to keep
so e form of ev luation sheet in the of ic
files , re arding each student teacher .

4. The teacher training institution could be of
ditional help by offering a workshop for
cooperating teachers .

5. Some form of recognition might be given the

cooper ting teacher for hr contribution to
the success of the student teaching program.

6.

The evaluation of the work of the student
te cher mght be more ffective than it pre-

viously has been by becoming
cooperative
action among th teacher tr iner , the cooperating teacher , an the student teacher . The
princip 1 might well be c lled in for this
conference, also .
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APPENDIX

EXHIBIT!
PRAIRIE VIEIJ AGRICULTURAL AlID

C

ICAL COLLEGE

Prairie View, Texas
January 18 , 1956

To :

Chairman , Division of Teacher Training in Home
Economics Education

From:

(Mrs . ) Anna B. Alton , Investigator
Irs . E. ay Galloway , Adviser

Subject:

Questionnaire Regarding Provisions for OffCampus Student Teachers in Homemaking E ucation
in Leading Teacher Training Institutions

I am making a study of the provisions for off- campus student teaching in Homemaking Education followed by
leading teacher training institutions in connection with
my graduate work in Prairie View Agricultural and Mechan-

ical College , Prairie View, Texas .
I should greatly appreciate the opportunity to include some of the provisions for student teachers followe
by your institution.

If you have any instruments which are

used in evaluating the work of student teachers , I should
be pl eased to receive a copy , if possible .
Please check and return the questionnaire in the
stamped , sel f - addressed envelope at your earliest convenienc e .

The results of the findings shall be made avail abl e

to all institutions who cooperated in this study.
Your assistance shall be greatly appreci ted .
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EXHII}IT B
PRAIRIE VI EW AGRICULTURAL AND l CHAI ICAL COLLEG

Prairie View , Texas
January 18, 1956
Provisions for Off- Campus Student Teachers in
Homemak1Dg mication Follo·ed .QI LeadingTeacher Training Institution~ (1954- 55}
( rs . ) Anna • Alton , nvesti gator
Mrs . E. M y G llow y, Adviser
Name of Institution: __________________
N e of Supervisor of Stud ent Teachers: _________

Approximate enrollment of student teachers in home economics :
A.

---

Type of Student Teaching Situations:

Please check (x)' the type or types of student teaching
situation provided for th trainees by your institution:

B.

1.

Rural_ _ ; urban_

2.

Senior high_

-

trialized

•

; sm 11 to-wn_

; highly indus-

; Junior high_ .

Residential status of student te chers:
Check item listed as permissible and probably true in
your situ tion .

Lodging

Board

_ 3.

Hoe of rel tives

_

8.

Cafe in community

_

Non- related citizens
in community
Hotel in community

_

9.

School lunchroom

_10 .

Required to prepare o-wn meals

4.

_ 5.
_

6.

_

7.

Recommended by principal
and cooperating t eacher
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c.

Cooperating school:
Please check the items which are true in your teaching
center.

-

The schools are generally similar to the situations in which they will probably be
ployed.

11 .

Teaching experiences are provided in terms of
all day assignment; _half day; _one or two
hours per day.

_12 .

-

13. Teaching experiences are provided for
_12 weeks; _one semester.

9 weeks;

Underscore the provisions made by the cooperating schools. List others not mentioned 1n the
space provided below.
The eooperating schools provid
w1 th copies of=

School's philosophy
School's regulations
and policies
Program of non-instructional activities

D.

stud nt teachers

Course outline
Calendars (holidays,
etc.)
CUrriculum guides
Adequate libr ry
School co unity r creation

Administrative Practices:
Check (yes) or (no) if the following practices a~e used
by your institution with the cooperating schools .

15. A written contract between institution and cooperating schools

16.

oney is paid
boards Yes

-

NO

•

by the institution to the school
Yes

No

No_ _ ; Cooperating teachers Yes_

-

17. Principal maintains an official file for student

No
18 . Student teachers are required to conform to the
regulations of the cooperating schools (As to
holidays, etc.) Yes ___No
The Student Teacher
teaeb .rs• records&

E.

Yes

1

Please encircle the letter which makes the items true
in your situation. (R=regularly; S=sometimes; N=never)
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19 .

(a) Instructional

routine.

; r

1.

Classroo

2.

Makine of daily plans and units . R • s • N

3.

Learns to evaluate.

R ; S

4. Prepares bulletin board. R

5.

Observes adult

ork .

s

•

'

• N

'

R ; S •

'

( b) Room Qrgan1zat1on

1.

Keeps register.

2.

Cares for illustrative materi 1 .

3.

Roo

R ; S ; N

arrangement .

; s

R

4. Made monthly reports .

; s

1.

Programs .

2.

NRA or other clubs .

3.

Field trips .

R

•

s

• N

•

'
'

s .,

s

• l

R •

( c ) Directing Activities

R

'

'

; N

R ; S

'

; N

N

; N

•

R

'

'

R ; S ; I

(d) Total School Activities

; s ;

1.

Know the grading system.

2.

Know the administrative staff.

R •

s

3.
4.

Attend teachers • meetings .

R •

s ;

M

s

; N

R

Visit other departments .

5. Home visitations .

R ;

'

'

'

; s ; N

R

i ty Activities

(e )

., s

l.

Attend P. T. A.

2.

Attend church.

3.

Take part in Fairs . (Exhibits)

4.

Others

R
R

; s

; N

; N

R 3 S • N

'
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F.

Experiences and underst
student teaching .

ings for students prior to

Pleas. encircle the number preceding the experiences
which are true in your teaching center. Ex ple (22)
20 .
21.
22 .
23.
21+.

25.

26.
27.

28 .
G.

~

Planning of instruction 1 units
So e knowledge of general school pr ctices
KnowlAdge of state course of study
Knowledge of the teacher training handbook
Knowledge of pupil-teacher relationship
Recognition of individual differences
Selecting and guiding home experiences
0bjectives--ho to use them; ho to evaluate outcomes in terms of objectives
Teach where they observe
Cooperating Teacher

Please check to wh t extent each of the following items
are true. (All; ome; None)
29 .

The cooperating teachers hold the following degrees:
Bachelor___
}. ster_ __

30. Have had special courses in supervision of student
teaching:

31.

All; some; none .

Inform student teacher on matters which might be
omitted in college: All; some; none.

Check (Yes) or (No) to the following ite
32.

33.
H.

SJ

upervisor an cooper ting teacher agree on the
ount of responsibility of student teacher:
Yes
No

Cooperating teacher re ~1ns in the classroom, observes, and participates in the work of the student teacher: Yes _ _ No_ So etimes_

Factors influencing evalu tion of student teaching experiences:
Encircle the numbers which make the items true; list
others used by your school.
1 . Classroo te ching
4. Scholastic
2. Participation in community
record
activities
5.
3. Extra- curricular activities 6.

j jjjj

EXHIBIT C
EVALUATif G I:EVICES

OR T ~

STUDENT TEACHING

P OGRAV OF FOUR I NSTITUTIOUS

Mississippi -- A Guide for Supervision of Student T aching
in Uo emakin Education

Chapters -- Objectives of Student Teaching Supervision
Supervising T acber •s Responsibil ties
Professional Qualifications for Supervising
Teacher
Responsibilities of the College in
Teaching Center
Su gestions to
Criteri

Student

upervising Teachers

for Student Teaching Center

Induction into Student Teaching
Evaluation of Student Teachin
Conferences
General Policies
Check Sheet of Experiences
Total number of pages 22
Name of College -- Alcorn Agricultur 1 and Hechanical
lcorn , Mississippi

Missouri -- Student Te chers• Bi-monthly tog
Summary -- This evaluating device includes a
space for problems encountered by the student
te chor; adjustment to teaching situation;
evaluating of high school pupils; particip tion in school activities; suggestions for improving the teacher education program; professional growth; check list of teaching procedures and aids .
umber of pages--three.
Name of College-~ Lincoln University, Jefferson City,
l issouri

62

63
Durh

Horth Carolina College

, North C reline
Summary

1.

Self evaluating sheets for student teacher • •• • 9 pages

2.

Cooperating teacher's report blanks • · ••••·••• 2 pages

3.

Su gested observ~tion

4.

Check list for cooperating teacher ••··•• •• ••• 1 page

r

rm •• • •· ·• • • · •• ·• •·· ·• 1 page

Tot 1 n, ber of pages ••• ••• •••••• •••••• • ••••• •13
lest Virginia State Coll ge

Inst1 tute , West Virginia
Summary
1.

Memorandum of Understanding between the teacher training
program and the administrators of the off- campus tech1ng centers •·•••• • • • • • • • • • • · · • ••••• ·· •• ••• • ••·• •l page

2.

Forms for student teachers:
Living arrange.ents in off- campus centers • • •••
Directed observation sheet • •• • • •• • • ••• •••••••••
Information sheet concerning teaching centers ••
Suggested daily plan of work sheets ••••••••••••
Community data sheet ••••••••••••••••••••• • • •• •
Minnesota :lating Scale (personal qualities
and abilities~ •••••••••• •• •••••••••••• · •••••••
Jeekly check list (self evaluation) ••••••••••••

l
2
1
2
1

page
pages
page
pages
page

1 page
1 page

3.

Forms for cooperating teachers:
Personal data sheet concerning stud nt teacher .
Daily observation record ••••••••••••·•••••••••
Advisory report of student teaching ••••••••••••
Ratin and recoI!lIIlendation sheet •••• • •••• • ••••••

4.

Forms to be used by cooperating te cher
and student teacher:
Observation of classroom management • •• •• •••••• l page
Observation of teaching technique• • • •••••• ••· • 1 page
Observation of pupil- teacher relationship •••••• 1 page

6 pages
1 page
1 page
1 page

Total number of pages ••••••• • ••••• • • • •••••••• •• 22

EXHIBIT J2
COLLEG S P

TICIPATH G IU THE STUDY

Address

~

Alcorn Agricultural an

Mechanical

Alabama Agricultural an Mechanical

Alcorn ,

iss .

Normal, Ala.

•Delaware State

Dover, Delaware

*Elizabeth City State

Elizabeth City,

• C.

Florida Agricultural and ?~echanical

Tallahassee, Fla .

Huston- Tillotson

Austin , Texas

Kentucky State

Frankfort , Ky.

Langston University

Langston , Okla .

Lincoln University

Jefferson City, Mo .

North Carolina

Durham, N.

c.

Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical Prairie View , Texas
Orangeburg ,

Southern University

Scotlandville , L .

Tennessee Agricultural and In ustrial

Nashville, Tenn .

Texas College

Tyl er , Texas

Texas Southern University

Houston, Texas

Tuskegee Institute

TUskegee , Ala .

Vir ginia State

Petersburg , Va .

\ est Vi rg~nia State

Institute, West Va.

•

Did not off r the teacher training program.

64

•

c.

South Carolina State

EXHIBIT E_
A SUGGEST

APP

FO

I

PRI CIP L'S OFFICE FILE

School________________ rincipal__________
Name of student_____________D te began_____End_ _ __
Home address __________________ elephone ________

College address_________________________
ajor ___________ inor_________________
Date expected to gradu te___________________
Cooperating teacher ______________________

------------------------

Teacher tr iner

G•

L RATING AS

(Underline one)
1.

Superior

2.

P OSPECTI

Above ave age

4. Unsatisfactory

3.

T

Aver ge

bove
Superior Average Av rage
A.

CHER

nsatisf ctory

Personal ualities
Cooperation
2 . Appear n e e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4.
esour_c_e~fu-lnr-e_s_s________________________
3 . Health
1.

5.

6.
B.

Self control

Leadership

----------------------

Instructional
Qualities
1 . Knowl dge of
subject m tter
2 . Understanding - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - pupils

3.

4.

5.

of

Evalu t 1 o n ~ o - x - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

work
Lesson::-'.p::--.lir-:ann==~1r.::n:-:g:-------------------------Presentation
lesson

of,-----------------------

·-------------~-------65

66
Above
B lo,
Superior Average Average Avera

c.

Unsatisfactory

Total School and
Community Activities
1 . Know
of________________________
grading
system
_

----~----------------------

Attend teachers
meetings
Attend ~.- = - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - meetings
ttend ch_ur_c~h---------------------Extra-cu.rricul r

Comments 1

